
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Technical Fest of various departments held on March 28th 2018.More Details 

Technical fest is the annual science and technology festival conducted in Narsimha Reddy 

engineering college on 28th March, 2018. Its main objective is to enhance the learning process by 

providing inventive insights to the cutting-edge innovations in the field of engineering. It was 

segregated in three different activities namely – Sports Event, Technical Event (Tech-fest) and 

Cultural event. 

Technical festival was celebrated at department level and the departments conducted technical 

events based on the syllabus and practical applications of the same. 

Department of CSE conducted a technical fest called a “TECHKRITI-18”. These fests are 

organized every year with the objective to provide platform for the students to showcase their 

talent with a competitive spirit. The event was successful enough to attract as many as 400 

registrations for one day fest which includes the events like paper presentation, poster presentation, 

game zone, technical dumb charades, technical quiz, code break, technical treasure hunt. 

Department of ECE conducted a technical fest called “IGNECEOUS-18”.Many students 

participated in events like project expo, short films, Dubsmash, circuit tronics, JAM, photography, 

technical treasure hunt, paper presentation, poster presentation. 

Department of Mechanical conducted a technical fest called “DYNAMECH-18”. The event is 

a celebration of the field of mechanical engineering and every innovation pertaining to it. The 

students made an event more success. The events are auto quiz, water rocketry, paper presentation, 

robotics, engineering drawing, project expo, technical treasure hunt, dexters laboratory. 

Department of EEE conducted a technical fest  “VID-YUTH18”.The The event was successful 

enough to attract as many students by participating many events such as  paper presentation, poster 

presentation,technical quiz,project expo,guess the logo,cam capture,bubsmash, dumb charades. 

Department of Civil conducted a technical fest called “.The event was grand success by 

participating many students in various   events. The events conducted by the department   are paper 

presentation, poster presentation, model presentation, technical quiz, CAD competition, cultural 

events. 

 

Finally prizes were distributed in all the department. And this way, a beautiful interaction reached 

its logical conclusion. We cannot end this summary without mentioning the commendable effort 

and meticulous planning of principal , department HODs, faculty member, and management of 

Narsimha reddy engineering college. 

 

 



 

 

 

 


